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ABSTRACT

A semiempirical model is developed to predict

debris hazard arising from the backblast of small rockets.

The model is in three parts: Gas dynamics give upper bounds

on maximum velocities of jet entrained particles. Aero-

dynamics give an expression for subsequent motion of debris

through still air. A semiempirical study gives an expres-

sion describing skin penetration by debris. Computer codes

are gioven for implementation of model.
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o- SECTION 1 I

INTRODUCTION

Entrained debris constitutes a widely recog-

nized hazard associated with the firing of rockets and

recoilless rifles. Igniter wires, nozzle plugs, propel-

lent chunks, ground debris, or anything else in the path

of escaping propellent gases can be entrained and accel-

erated to speeds sufficient to injure personel or equip-

ment. Characterization of this debris hazard may thus

be an important facet in the design of effective weapons.

Section 2 of this paper presents a model for I
determining a region of hazard in the vicinity of small

rockets and tube launched weapons. The model is developed

in three parts. The fi-xst considers motion of debris in

a flow field generated by expanding propellent gases. I
The second considers motion of debris through ambient

air. The third econsiders impact of the debris with

personnel or ecw'ipment. These three parts are then corn-

- bined to give relations for estimating the extent of

the debris hazard area.

Section 3 discusses use of the model and

analyzes the Viper light antitank rocket, described

in Appendix C, as an illustrative example. This section

- can be used independently of Section 2. The model is - i



I p sented in this section both in the for, of tabuated

equations and in the form of dimensionless plots. Barar--Al
metric sensitivity of the model is also discussed here;

- debris drag coefficient is identified as a critical

parameter. Appendix D gives computer and calculator

U codes for implementing this model.

Section 4 discusses shortcomings of the model.

U91 While the debris hazard area is estimated with "worst

i tcase" considerations, there are circumstances in which

a particles can be projected outside it with dangerous

I velocities. Those circumstances can arise when particle

shape, plume characteristics, or backblast area give

rise to anomolous particle deflections.

Li

ut
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SECTION 2

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This section develops the basic debris hazard model

for small rocket backblast. The equation of motion for a par-

ticle in a flow is discussed and shown- to be too complex for

exact implimentation. Several simplifying assumptions are

then made which lead to upper bou.nds on minimum safe standoff

distance and maximum dispersion angle. Ideas from fluid

mechanics, gas dynamics, and a semiempirical - skin penetra-

o tion criterion are incorporated into the debri s hazard model. I
, An effort has been made to express the model in terms ct-" readily

attainable parameters and to keep the nuriher of those para-

-1 meters at a reasonable minimum.
A particle entrained in a gas flow is acted on by

aerodynamic forces and by body forces. Equating those forces I
to the rate of momentum change of the particle leads to an

Ua

equation of motion for the particle. The aerodynamic forces

are conventionally resolved into lift and drag forces wich

are, respectively, normal and antiparalleI to the particle's

motion relative to the gas. Gravity is the only body force

-=-- - -.of significance to the debris hazard problem. U
For the present, we will ignore lift and-gravity.

The effects of those forces will be discussed in Section 4.

Even so, a particle's equation of motion is complex:



i
mn -~ ApI - p(v (2,1)

where m is particle mass, p(t) is particle vector velocity.

as a function of time, Cdis particle drag coefficient, p

is gas density, A is particle velocity-wise projected area,

- and v is gas vector velocity. In general, C will be a fune-
g d

tion of velocity, gas temperature, and particle dynamics while

A will be a function of particle rientation. In addition,

p and v will have time varying spatial distributions due to

time variation in the gas source, to turbulent mixing with

ambient air, and to dynamic coupling with the particle motion.

The problem in this form is intractable. Never-

theless, it is possible to develop equation (2.1) to arrive at

an estiinate for maximum particle velocity and maximum parti-

cle dispersion. Such considerations will suffice for defini-

tion of an area of debris hazard.

Four assumptions will greatly simplify analysis M

while retaining the essential features of the debris hazard

problem. First, a particle will reach a higher velocity in a

fully developed plume than in a partially developed one.

Second, a particles motion is not affected by a passing

shock. Third, the gas flow field is .decoupled from the par-

ticle motion. Fourth, rocket motor motion does not affect

the debris hazard problem.

The first assumption is suggested by observations

of developing supersonic plumes (see Appendix A on supersonic

J Jets). Photographs indicate that, at any given time, a

U WMMM



developing plume can be represented as a truncated version

of a fully developed plume (see, for example, Schmidt, 1974).

It follows that for whatever velocity a particle reaches in

a partially develope& plume, there will be further accelera-

tion in the fully developed plume. Since maximum streamline

turning angles occur at the nozzle lip, the angular disper-

sion of particles should be about the same at Any time during

pue The second assumption is suggested by the fact that 4
a particle's interaction time with shock waves emanating from

a small rocket is very short. Observations of the motions of

ping pong balls in shock tubes -(de Krasinsky, 1975) support

this assumption.

j The third assumption will be valid when the debris

occupies an insignificant fraction of the plume volume.

This condition may be violated in the vicinity of the nozzle,

where debris loading of the jet can be high. The effect is

one of reducing jet momentum and deflecting gas stream lines.

In any case, the effect is expected to be a small one since

any alteration of flow field occurs only in the nozzle vicinity.

The fourth-assumption will be valid so long as gas

speeds in the jet are much greater than the speed of the

motor. This condition will probably be met in nearly all

cases -- typically, a small rocket starts from rest° and ,ha-.;

a terminal speed less than twenty percent of the gas speed.

With these assumptions, one can se.-an upper limit -on-_

particle velocity by following the motions of single

!I -



particles in steady supersonic jets. It is convenient to

transform equation (2.1) from a Lagrangian to an Euler-ian

representation via the chain rule:

niv. = A Vg - V( - ) (2.2)
mvp p 'd g p g p)

Particle velocity vphas been transformed to spatial coordin-

ates through the relation

t t(E) (2.3)

=I
|i

which is the time t that the particle occupies position x.

Uj Given a jet flow field, equation (2.1) can be used

in conjunction with a skin penetration model (Lewis, 1978)

to predict a region of debris hazard. For each class of

debris, one integrates equation (2.2) to the point where

Ilpl drops below the minimum penetration velocity predicted

H by the penetration model. The locus of all such points de-

fines the boundary of the debris hazard area.

Although the above procedure might be useful as

a check on more approximate procedures, it is not a good

choice for a debris hazard model. As will be shown, the

minimdm safe standoff distance is very sensitive to uncer-

tainties in particle drag coefficients and other parameters.

The computational effort required in finding the flow field

and then integrating equation (2.2) is not justified by the

uncertainty of the results. Results of simpler models aie

I A
apt to be just As valid.



The model developed in the following paragraphs

follows a particle through three phases of its motion. The

first phase concerns particle acceleration in the rocket jet.

Expressions will be developed for estimating the particle's

maximum velocity and maximum angular deviation. The secqnd

phase concerns the particle's velocity decay in still air.

The third phase concerns the particle's impact with a target.

These phases are shown schematically in figure (2.1).

Consider a prrticle of mass m acted on by a force

'P(x) over a path between two point-, xj and x2 . The speed

v(x) of the particle is changed only by the component of F

which is directed along the path. That component will be

designated F s The particle's change of speed Av between
S

points xI and x2 is then given by

Av F(x)- (2.4) -

where -integration is pathwise and ds is an element of

the particle's path S(x) between x and x,. (This is equi-

valent to integrating the left side of equation (2.2)). An

upper limit can be written for Av:

AV <f z" IFs Iax] (2.5)

where L is the length of S and IF I is the maximum mag-
s max

nitude of F.ii_ ,



For a given path, s is equal to the pathwise

component of the right hand side of equation (2.2).

2sCdAdPi g - g - p) (2.6)

where - is the pathwise component of (v -

g p s g p
Equation (2.5) will continue to be satisfied if an upper

bound on IF I is substituted for IF I From vectorss max

analysis,, we have

I -> I (-i) <- 67 (2.7)

Substitution of (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.5) leads to

- AV < dv (2.-8) _

This relationship states that the speed change of a I

particle is less than-it would have been had the particle

been acted on by a constant force equal to the global maximum.

Relationship (2.8) is much simplified when v is
p

assumed to be negligible. There is good justification to

do this. In a small rocket, particles small and light enough

to follow the gas flow closely will have short ranges once

ejected from the plume. The larger particles, owing to their

larger masses,will respond more sluggishly to the aerodynamic
forces of the jet so that i~pI < I gI becomes the expected I

I -
foce of so tht-~pI<<1
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condition. In any event, the effect of assuming 0 is

generally to overestimate Av in equation (2.4), so that

relationship (2.8) remains valid. With these considerations,

relationship (2.8) can be written

v<Apv2Y (2.9)nv<_ CA gax

where

2 - -Vg v (2.10)

As previously noted, Cd and A can be complicated

functions of particle dynamics and aerodynamics. We will

here su pose that constant va-l-es can be chosen for each

such that the inequality in (2.9) is not violated. HOw

those values might be chosen is deferred to later discussion.

Relationship (2.9) becomes

< dA 2, -2TAV M v (2.11)
Av - m g/max

The quantity Owg in relation (2.11) is the local

momentum flux density of the plume. I the gas in the plume

undergoes an isentropic expansion, then pvg has a maximum

determined by the gas dynamics. (The assumption of an isen-

tropic expansion may not be valid if a significant amount

Sof heat is added during the expansion. This may occur in a

small rocket if significant ainotnts of fuel are burned out-i

-side the combustion chamber.)

7



In an isentropic expansion (Van Wylen, p.358),
a 2kRTo., TV T- (2. 1))

g k-i 1 i

q p = %° (T)(2.13)

k-1

_T k (2.14)

where the subscript o denotes stagnation conditions and

where k is ratio of specific heats, R is gas constant, T

is temperature, and P is pressure. Substituting (2.14)

into (2.12) and (2.13) and noting that

RTopo = P (2.15)

one is lead to

= 2kPo ( /k (16! 0v -(2.16)
k -1 -_

Equation (2.16 is plotted in figure (2.2) for k equal to

__ 1.4, corresponding to air, and for k equal to 1.16, corres-

ponding to hot combustion gases. The figure shows variation

in the dimensionless drag force,~ as the flow expands

from stagnation = to vacuum =0/. Note that the

peak values of these curves differ little in magnitude

and occur at approximately the same values of pressure ratio.

This suggests thaj a particle drag model depending on maximum

momentum flux density should be insensitive to uncertainties

in k.



The rapid fall off in dimensionless drag force
P

as - approaches zero is an important .consideration inP0laser doppler velocimetery. That technique assumes that

drag forces are large enough that entrained particles follow

the flow streamlines everywhere. In an underexpanded super-

sonic jet, where Po can easily be as small as 0.001,
Po

particles may not follow the flow.

Differentiating equation (2.16) with respect to

P0and settin the result equal to zero leads to

k
P_P -(k)' (2.17)Po

for the pressure ratio corresponding the maximum momentum

flux density. Substitution of (2.17) into (2.16) leads to

pv M 2Pok (2.18)
0

for the maximum momentum flux density. Equation (2.18)

states that the maximum momentum flux, and hence the maxi-

j mum drag force on a particle, is directly proportional to

the stagnation pressure and weakly dependent on the ratio of

specific heats over its normal range. One can use equation

(2.14) and the expression for Mach number M,

'E E_
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M2  2(T / (2.19)-

to show that the maximum in momentam flux density occurs in

an isentropic expansion at a Mach number equal to This

is very -early in the expansion and will probably occur within

the nozzle.

Substituting (2.18) into (2.11) leads to

11

Av < k (2.20)

for an upper bound on the velocity change of a particle

entrained in an isentropic expansion over a length L4

1 The value of L will depend on the jet's geometry.

-We propose, tentatively, that it be set equal to the length

X of the bottle shock, noting that, downstream of the Mach

disc, the momentum flux density is rapidly dispersed by tur-

bulent mixing (Che-Haing, 1969). This choice is further

- =-motivated by the fact that the jet will scale on X (Che-Haing,

1969), so that setting L=A is in error by at worst a multi-

plicative constant. It will be shown later that safe standoff

distance is not critically dependent on L.

Lewis (1966) gives an empirical expression for

the wavelength A as a function of exit Mach number ME and of

-H the ratio of exit pressure PE to ambient pressure PA:

1



kP~
E E

0. =269ME  -A(.1

where dE is the nozzle exit diameter. This equation has

been verified over a wide range of values for ME and rE
A

It might be noted that Love (1959-) gives an expression

which differs considerably from equation (2.21). Lewis

comments that, between investigators, there is frequently

much scatter in these data.

The exit M1ach number can be fourld from

AE - l -+ 4 ] /(2.22) 1
A2

where AE is the nozzle exit area and A* is the throat area.

The exit pressure ratio can be expressed as (Van Wylen, 1963)

k/(l-k)}-~

AA

Once clear of the bottle shock region (see

Appendix A on jet structure), a particle interacts with a

decaying jet plume where gas momentum flux density drops

rapidly with increasing distance from the source. Those
particles of most interest to the debris hazard problem are

unlikely to be further accelerated in this region of rapidly

dwindling jet influence. Within a distance of a few X

the more dangerous particles will be traveling much faster

_ _ _ -
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__ Vthan, the surrounding gases. There, seUming.' 0 in equation (2.2)

becomes a valid approximation. (Note that if the particles are

accelerated to supersonic speeds, they can outrun the shock a.mve

generated by the starting jet. Setting i=0 in that- case is not 1

an approximation, but a state ent of the observed physics. SchaIdt

(1974) has taken remarkable photographs of such particles occurring T

in the muzzle blast of an M-16 rifle.)

From equation (2.2), the motion of a particle thrcugh

still air with no body forces is

mv~~%CAp~v2 (2.24)II

w here P A is the air density and There x bas been taken to be in

the direction of particle motion. For md, A and pA constant,

equation (2.24) integrates to

x m v (2.25)

'where v is the initial velocity. Eqaation (2.25) e-x-presses the
0

distance required for a particle to drop in speed f-rm v to v-

Lewis (197.) has sho:.a that a particle's probability --=2
of penetration is a monotonically increasing function of

QA i

v- ierem is the pqrticle s mass, v is its velocit, A is its

area, and Q is a parameter describig the target's material
properties (see Appendix B). It follows that if the pobab"ity i

2

JA of penetration is not to exceed sane given level, th-t' --

rust not exce.ed san- nunber n: -



I1. 2
QA

or (V)<
(2.27) _

idiere.2 _

will be termed the penetration parameter.

'-quations (2.20), (2.25), and (2.27) can now be com.- _

bined to form the basic model for calcuilating safe standoff

diatance from a snall rocket. A s-afety criterion can be set by

demnding that a particle, accelerated to the maixwi speed given

by equation (2.20), muist be slowemd via dag, des.cribied inM e!Taation

(2.25), below the inin penetration speed given in equation (2.27).

This leads to

S > n 1n Wdo + k n kI+ L (2.29)72 CdAP AL k-l

or, in dimensiodless --pressiona

A 2LC X
> 1n 0 + 1ynk]+ 2  ~ (2.30)

where a' is the standoff distance. _

The angular dispersion of the debris coujld be calculated

by integratim- eq-ation (2.2) ow-r a large -nunber of cases As

with standoff distance, howx-er, uncertaint-ies in tbTe Drobl-en lead

-4-
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If
us -to search for a shumlified imeas of estabisbing em upper

bownds on dispersion angle. Gais dynamics; is helpful here.

The largest angle throug0a iich a gas mrlecule can

turn in a supersonic expamnsion is given by the Prandtl-Mayer

turning angle (Shapiro, 1953). Thius, in the plum of an: Lider -

expanded rocket, no streaine x-ill1 have an -inclination to the

n T/xis larger than the sm of the nozzle divergence and the Prandtl-

Meyer turning angle for conditions at the nozzle Uip- See figure

(2.3). In the absence of lift and body forces, an entrained par-

tide mnves away from the axis at no mmgle larger than that of

the most inclined streahl. ine. We vwill takl-e this as the upper

bounds on par-ticle dispersion.Gm. ditions under wiht!at "pe

bounds" might be exceeded will1 be discussed in a later section.

The turnig angle 0 for a Prandtl14eyer-expansion. is

give by &Iiapiro (1953):

8 -atan (14'~l~+aai~y-(- lj(U1

n Tis represents the ang-le throughi which a _flo ttfrns in expanin

from Mach ramber unity to Visch nuaber H.

To calcuaetexnnaglrsraln de,6ation

6 for an minderexpanded jet, the follkwing procedure can be fol-

lowed. r-irst, determne a kc appropriate for the propellent gases.

Next determine an mient turning -angcle 6A by ktitituting I into-

equaticn (2.31), where

k-b (V32

A -lO)
Llm:J /
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is the 11c mitber of A fk'; expanrded ftymm chzter pressure P
0

to ibiant pressure P.. Then deteninne a nozzle exit turnig

angle 6Eby substitut=Ing NE nto equatitn. (2.31), 1&a =e1%

is the 'Iach mter at the nozzle eim-t plane, satisfyingq-

_AE (IE h-1 2(2.33)

with A- heirt' the exit area and Aft the throat area of the nozzle.

If ey is the nozzle divergence angl, e, then the mm&rn st-reanlire

deviativn is

Tha e~T (2.34)

like)- launiched rockets recpi e sa.14spial crasidera-

txrns. A systen iin vAd~ the- rocket nozzle's asit -plane i'_s plazce4:

at or near the 1 e'nh tube's breech will have essentially the same

_d&bri-s hazar-d as the rocke-t alcze. g-ien the rod=r is viaced.

hiajir uip in the launch tube, the lauich tLube- can be eipected to_

actas n eenicn ofj the rockt nczzl. Rbzzle exitr plan e cwfi

guraticn for them deis hazad rndel is then-- the Inchtube, breedh

conf ieuraticn. Usually, tis mdl ot uch change the standobff

distance xAd will narghe dis;reiin sag 1 e Then the roktis

placed several dimIntars up the I amrr tube, the disparsicn ny wden.

This ccq9 eres the basic debris hazard aal. Ecpnaticn

(2.29), for minix-ma safe standoff distanrc, ax ecraadc (234).
fr ox kirtr. dispersion, together define a sector of a- circle to the _

-irearw of a rockhet iure a -debris w'nzrd nnyi caist. There are two-

_ I
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semiempirical parameters in the model: Q describing the

target material, and L, describing the particle acceleration

distance. Model usage is described in Section 3

PHI

17
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il'SECTION 3

MODEL USAGE

This section illustrates use of the debris hazard

model developed in Section 2. The Viper, a shoulder launched

antitank rocket, is used to aid in the illustration. A step

by step procedure is presented for determining standoff dis-

tance and dispersion angle from the pertinent physical data.

Interactive computer codes incorporating that procedure are U°E

given in Appendix D. Finally, a series of dimensionless plots

are shown which identify critical parameters in the model.

The debris hazard model of this report requires

knowledge of eleven parameters -- five to describe the

3 rocket motor, three to describe the debris, one to describe

the target, and two to describe the ambient air. Viper

characteristics are summarized in Appendix C, and target

toughness is discussed in Appendix B. (Additionally, there

is a se.eiempirical constant which relates debris acceleration

length L to jet primary wavelength X. In the present implemen-

tation of the model, L is taken to be equal to X.) These para-

meters are listed in Appendix C.

gI
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The next few paragraphs show the use of the para-

meters of Table (C.1) to determine standoff distance and dis-

persion angle for the Viper. The procedure is outlined in

figures(3.1) and (3.2).

The first calculation is the determination of jet

primary wavelength X from equation (2.21). This equation re-

quires the exit Mach number ME, which can be determined from

equation (2.22) (see Appendix E), and the exit plane pressure

which can be determined from equation (2.23). (Equations

(2.22) and (2.23) are represented in figures (3.3) and (3.4).)

For Viper, ME 2.07, P E 8.03 x 106 N/P2, and X 0.85 m.

Substitutic.: of these values and of values from Table (C.1)

into equation (2.29) gives a minimum safe standoff distance

S = 33m for Viper's detente fingers striking people wearing

summer weight uniforms.

Calculation of dispersion angle is as follows.

Equation (2.31), using ME determined in the standoff calcula-

tion, gives eE  35 Equations (2.32) and (2.31) give

MA 4.27 and = . (Equations (2.32) and (2.31) are

represented in figures (3.5) and (3.6).) Substitution of

0E' 0A and (from Table C.l) into equation (2.34) gives

00
max 78

In summary, the model predicts that a hazardous

region exists behind the rocket to a distance of 33 meters

from the nozzle and to 78 degrees off axis. in a complete

analysis, the standoff distance would be calculated for each

type of debris. The procedures outlined above have been in"

corporated into Ihe compute- codes documented in Appendix -D.



In one of Viper's proposed configurations, the

launch tube is extended rearward several centimeters beyond

the rocket nozzle exit plane. In that case, it is approp-

riate to regard the launch tube as an extension of the 
nozzle. _

The nozzle exit diameter dE should then be set to the launch 
__

tube inside diameter of 0.07-93 m, and the nozzle divergence
0 __"___,

angle should be set to 00. Calculating debris hazard as. __

before, one finds for andoff distance, S 34 m, and for

off axis divergence angle, max 52 Thus a short launch

tube extension has little effect on standoff distance, 
but _

reduces the dispersion angle.

M- It might be noted that, in the above example, S _

is much greater than L This will generally be the case __

dif there are particles accelerated to speeds well in excess

of that necessary to cause damage. The error introduced by

dropping the last term in equations (2.29) and (2.30) is,

therefore, apt to be small. With these considerations, one

can neglect that term and express minimum standoff distance 
- -

by rewriting equation (2.30): __

A pS

n~~ C + ln 0+ 1 Ink) (3.1) _

d ~ C 1-k

Eq.ation (3.1) Js plotted in figures (3 ) and (3.8) for -_

several drag coefficients and for specific heat ratioo 
of'

1.16' and 1.67. The variation of cquation (3-.1) w ith k over -

the range 1.15<k<l.6 7is sliglt--see figure (3.7). Note, -

n _

AI
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however, that there is an implicit variation with k

contained in L.

Figure (3.7) covers a parameter range likely

for small rockets and unarmored personnel. Two points

are noteworthy here. First, the standoff distance is
LP0

only weakly a function of L for-- greater than about

20. This means that the estimated standoff distance is

not much affected by errors in estimation of L. Such

behavior is generally desirable for semiempically deter-

mined parameters. Second, the standoff distance is very

strongly a function of drag coefficient. Since drag co-

efficients can vary sharply with particle geometry and

dynamics (Sadeh, 1975), this causes a serious and unavoid-

* able uncertainty in the debris hazard model. Specifica-

tions of drag coefficients are likely to be the overridiig

source of undertainty in any debris hazard model. There-

fore, further sophistication in the jet fluid dynamic

model, is likely to be unproductive. The reader is refer-

red" to the discussion in Section 4.
SLP

Figure (3.8), for small values of - , covers a

range that miglt be pertinent to armored personnel. The
LP

standoff distance for this range varies rapidly with --
P

and chaotically with drag coefficient. Clearly, a large

margin of safety should be applied for positions in this

range.

-I
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Figure (3.9) illustrates the quantity 08
Sas a function of ambient pressure ratio P /P

as Aa exit to

throat nozzle diameter ratio dE/d and three values of

specific heat ratio. The angle 0~ represents the maximum

off axis divergence of fluid stream lines for a straight

supersonic nozzle. These figures can be used in lieu of

0
2 + evaluating equation (2.31). Evidently, 0 is a strong

function of all three of its arguments, Po/rA, dE/d ,

F and k.

Helium, with a mass density near that of typical

combustion products, is occasionally used in modelingI I
chemical rocket jets. But, helium has a specific heat A,
ratio of 1.67. The strong dependence of 00 on k argues

that caution be used in deriving quantitative conclusions

from such experiments .

ifi
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Figure (3.1). Outline for Calculation of Standoff- Distance.

For standoff distance S, use equation (2.29):

m ___0

S ~ ln -rCP + iln k]+

A) For m, cdA A Po, and k, see Table (3.1)

-B) For skin penetration parameter Qsee-Appendix B

C) For acceleration length L use equation (2.21)

L A .6o 11rd (kPE\

- A 
A

1)FrdE, k and P see Table (3.1)4

2) For exit Mach number PIE us-- eouation (2.22)

2 (k+l)-

a) For d*, see&T-able (3.1)R

b) See Appendix E for inverso f qaio(.L

3) For exit plane pressure E'use equation (2.23)

P ~P 0 1+ (k-i)
E ~O M~]2
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Figure (3.2). Outline for Calculation of D~spersion Angle.

For dispersion half angle 0max, use eqiation (2.311) 1_

"max = A E  N

A) For 0 see Table (3.1)@N
B) For 0E, substitute ME into equation (2. J)2- k+., (M2

E = -atan - ) + atan (k - 1

1) For k, see Table (3.1)

2) For exit Mach number ME, use equation (2.-22)

2
/l 2 k1_2 ~ x~ k+1/2kl)-

_)1 + 
k-

( EM" 2 2-

a) For dE and d* , see Table (3.01
E!

b) See Appendix E for inversion of __

equation (2.22"

C) For 0A, substitute into equation (2.31)
2 1-,- k.-I

-a ( .2 - + " ik+lv "  . ( k-i , 'A

1) For MA, use equation (2.32)

MA- (( 2 O(k-1)/k

2I

a) F++r Po and P see Table (3.1) -I++I
iii

N a:i
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SBCTION 4i

MODEL R:EST I CTIONS

This section discusses conditions in which the

model of this paper may underestimate the extent of '-he

debris-hazard area. Such conditions can arise when the

input parameters of the model do not adequately describe

the particles or the jet. The following paragraphs will

discuss the effects of part-icle shape, obstructions, and

external burning.

It is assumed in the model that a particle of

debris is completely specified by its mass, projected area, 1

and drag coefficient. This description znay be inadequate

for some classes of particle shapes. Particles with one

very long or very short dimension (such as a length of wire

or a thin disc) can develop lift and drag forces far more

complex than those of the simple model assumed here. Par-

ticles with protruding points or edges may have penetrating

.pers well in excess of that suggested by Lewis' (1978)

model.

As noted in the preceeding section, drag co-

efficient Is a critical para-meter in the model. Unfortun-
ately, it is a parameter difficult to estimate for particles

of irregular shape. A prob-lem can arise if a particle pre-

sents a large area, high drag coefficient facet to the jet

fl ut reorients it-ef and pr esents a small area, small



3d-a- coffcint facet for its motion through 'the still

air. Such a particle can have a greater range than a

simiular one described by a single drag coefficient.

Equation (2.241), giving the minitmfum safe standoff dis-

tance, can be rederived keeping drag coefficients and

projected areas separate for different phases of particle

flight. In that case,

)44
2C [(2LCd A F 111

where C. and A. are drag coefficient and projected are

for motvion in the Jet, C d ari a for, motion inth il

aiand A is the projected aea pertinent to particle

impact. Equation (h1.1) is probably of academic concern-

only, since, for a given class of particle, the semi-

emrpirical constant L can absorb the differences in drag

cfficients and projected areas.

Litforces act perpendicularly to a particle'sf

reaive wind, an can serve to increase the angular dis-

persion of debris from a rocket backblast'. (Baker (19-78)

eisloseos. Thscncri lift inue a- nrafor arebs forine

eiscuseos hs a itcnd cd rangI icreas for drebrs froented

as to flten a narticle's trajectory Small particles,

as miight be expectL-ed in a small rocket backblast, will

slow to safe sneeds before the range lengthening effects

ofl lift can be felt. in any case, the nodel of this paper

assumes th~e worst case condi~on of no trajectory curvature.)

IM
IS
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J The angular dispersion Jd l of this paper is conservative

in the sense that it will overestimate particle dispersion

in the absence of lift. Careful consideration of fluid

mechanics will reveal that a particle moving at the maxi-

mum predicted angular de-lection will have received zero

momentum in that direction. This should insure an adequate

margin of safety for irregularly shaped partiles. A thin,

flat object, hoever, can literally fly out of the pre-

dicted region of hazard in a highly unpredictable fashion.

If such objects--nozzle dianhrams or end caps, for example--

are expected to be present in the debris, they should be

considered to present a 5600 hazard until testing proves

otherwise. The reader eminded that a boomerang can

readily negotiate a 720 turn while maintaining enough

momen tAum to inflict arpreciable damage.

it is assumed in the model that the region behind

the rocket is clear. Obstructions in the predicted region of

debris hazard can deflect debris either directly through

ricochet or indirect'y through jet deflection or spaliing.

Ricochet can be expected to increase particle dispersion,

possibly to the point of endangering the gunner. Frangible

objects within a few jet wavelengths of the rocket nozzle

may not only deflect debris, but may break up and themselves
become part of the debris hazard. Again, these effects are

situation dependent and likely to be unpredictable;
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aL " ectea. Par-

Particle range is unlikely to be much af . P

ticle dispersion- can be expanded to 3600 if" there are

solid obstructions in the near field.

11 It has been assumed that the rocket's jet is

an adiabatic Process, that , that any combustion occurs

within the rocket. The jet geometry may be altered if

af .terburi.-i... or combustion external to the rocket, takes

place. An extreme example of this is the afterburn ex-

plosion, which may occur when su bstantial mounts of un-

burned propellant accumulate in the plu e before igniting.

SAfterburning in tactical rockets haF been studied for

many years (JA%NAF, 1976). It is a highly complex phe- =

noe..c, depending -n the interaction of -propellant ce-

mistr- a, ambient conditions, and fluid dynamics. Much is

as yet poorly understood.

in genera), one can expect afterburning to in-

crease both the range and disoersion of backblast debris.

The increase in range is likely to be small for two reasons.

S_-.First, energy release in an afterburn is probably only a

I - fraction of the energy release in a rocket's combustion

chamber. Second, debris range for small rockets is relat-

ively insensitive to changes jet plume characteristics.

This is true for that same reason that standoff distance

varies only sloly with L over the range of interest (see

figur e (3.7))..Dispersion, on the other hand, may be

greatly increased, particularly in the event of an after-

burn _ explosion. An -,aftr-u explosion can increase
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dispersion in at least two ways: it can deflect oarticles

already acceIerated in the main jez, and it can itself ac-

ceierate a.c... The nature of t!Iese explosions is not

Undr-8st sood either analyt icailly cr empirically, to an extent

that would allow reliable estimates to be made for dilsersaon

from a given rocket. If afterburning is exuected to occur

a given syste", tests should be designed to detect debris

with anmolously large dispersion angles. In the Viner test
program, tor e.a e, particlesof descant have been caught

p or -rrjrr _ -or . c t .....o nane-Is P.lace' a- t e -rs posit-on (Chipser) .

.....ua toew--- 'Iw forwara- by energ-eti-=

- - Levents- ocurr i.- behind the launch tube.

While the debris hazard model has not yet been

Verifi ed ± - unt i -velr a gainst exiperiment, some iualita- _

M ' tive otservatrons ere made during test firings of- LAW and

Viper at 4th Redstone Arsenal durin- =3oth of the hse.7 -ak oeNt
-  eanons are shoulder-fired, eu launched antitank rockets

of the sort for which the model is designed. Vinoer is

described in more detail n AppeniAx C.

H W Ie were able to introduce a nd 16 grain steel

cubes in-- .ri hose cubes,

s- H similar-2 to those used by Lewis (-.8' were glued to vellu

paper stretched across the breech of he launch tube

Witness panels consisting of' two inches of foamed plastic

backed by half an inch of plywood, were placed at ten _



meters and twentyr ;±e t er s di.'rect-lyr bhtrd e LA.W. A[-streak ca-mera was set u to record prart.4 - -z veloc-ities

approximnately one half met-er cmehino the 11.c t ube

Vbreech. -Three cubes were recover-ed after firing-t~i-o

frvom the pywood of the 4--2n meter panelIt an one ro ; the

plywood of the twenty Ameter pane-1l. e-e was also a

hole through the ten meter panel where n obcj ect, p-resins-B

ably a cube. had -enetr-ated. Anumber L= aensestes

were recorded bythe ca-mera. cor-resoondi. to pa rticJle S

movingr t o tnle rear eGem ,-0 an. ifr. 5 U U1 Z eod

Th ere is no ay to deternuine w.-hether any of the streaks

were caused by cubes. Additionally, there w-,as one streakI

Wirfl would have been, caused by_1 a parti_--e- Movim= ftrward

fErom sname nl-hce to the rear of twhe LAW with a velocity of

approxi1mately_- 200 itrcerscond. We have ceclulate-'

that this may have b-een -a part'ic]epopledb an aft-er-

cuarn explosion. Theh -M- nanel s nave nover bve-' cali;-

'orated to correlate part icle penetrae%.-ion ionartacle velo-

city or to Skin penetre ion. T Was note-. h ow eve-r, that

the selcut-es had more unetrating power- than other,

less dense , d~ebris from e -ogket mot-or. This cualita-

t[-ive obevto s in al U.h ,nrediet -ion of

the moel

Fro- the Viper ;eszs, we have some w.-itness panel

oa*iservato ios and So m e d ebris distri bu ti-o n obser-vations.

I-
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3 Again, these observations are qualitative, since the

experiments were uncontrolled and uncalibrated with regard
t I [- toirgla ls

to debris hazard. The debris consisted of irregular plas-

tic "detente fingers" about a centimeter long, pieces of

wiring and ignitors, fragments of the plastic nozzle closure

ranging in size to the full disc, styrofoam throat plugs,

and so forth. There was a great deal. of variation in the

rocket configuration from test to test.

Witness panels as described above were placed

A at ten and twenty meters on some runs and at the gunner's I
position on at least one set of runs. As might be expected,

particle penetration on the ten meter panel was generally

greater than on the twenty mete . panel. There have been

some measurements made of penetration depth and particle

", characteristics, which may be useful if someone ever

calibrates the panels. While the gunner's position panel

A was intended to pick up debris thrown backward as the

rocket exited tne launch tube, it also picked up desicant

spheres (about one mm diameter) on the rear facing side

(Chipser, 1980). Again, we speculate that this was debris

blown forward by an afterburn explosion.

Debris dispersion an be estimated from the __

J distr:tbution of ?iatnch site ground deb. -s. After a number f

of firings of both LAW and Viper, there was a good deal of
debris found along lincs extending backwards from the

±aunch tube breech at about forty-.five degrees off axi.

Very littie debris was found more than sixty degrees off axis.
c 'y] wa sixy der-e
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I While these observations are substantially in agreement

with the model predictions (see Section 3), we str!s

their qualitative nature. The firings were uncontrolled

Jex erJ.ments in this regard, and personal activity in the
-2A

launch site vicinity would have redistributed the debris

I to some extent. John Chipser (1980) of the Human Engineer-

ing Laboratory has noted that the witness panels collect -

a surprisingly small amount of debris at their standard on

axis locations. He has recommended that the panels be

moved off axis, noting that debris concentration is heav-

iest along the aforementioned forty-five degree lines.

Such experiments are as yet pending.

9 IK _k

-

-- 

- - - --
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS

The preceeding sections have developed a model

for backblast debris hazard from small rockets. The

t I mod'el itself represents a balance between plausible

physics and useable engireering. Verification of the

model against real world experiments remains yet to be

accomplished.

Physics of the model are covered in Section 2:

use of the model is covered in Sections 3 and 4. Sections

3 and 4 amount to "how to do it" sections, and can be

read independently of Section 2. We believe that this

format maximizes accessibility to potential users, but

we caution against the blind use of any semienpirical

model. The computer codes, of course, can be used Jth-

Gut any understanding, of the physics.

It is imoo-tant that the model be given quanti-

tative verification in experiments designed expressly for

that purpose. Verification of this essentially stochastic

model will reqire many shots fired under calibrated Vnd

* controlled conditions. Our difficulties with "piggy-

backinc" on the Viper test program lead us to b1- that

programs where conditions are determined by other experi-

mionts are apt to be wasteful.

-I

I_--
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APPENDIX A

JET PLUME STI-UCT URE

JI

This appendix presents an overview of jet plume

structure pertinent to the debris hazard problem. The

descriptions will be generally qualitative with references

given to quantitative analyses where needed. Of primary

importance for the debris hazard model is the extent of

the bottle shock region. An empirical relation will be

given for this. Additionally, some basic properties of

a tube confined supersonic flow will be discussed.

Underexpanded supersonic jets have complex

structures that have so far defied any simple explana-

tions. The method of characteristics (Shapiro, 1953)
and an asso.tment of hydrocodes (JANNAF, 1976) have all

been used in the last twenty or thirty years to map out

velocity and pressure flow fields in such jets. Con-

currently, jets have been probed and photographed over

wide range of physical conditions. The enormity of

the problem is imderscored by the fact that, under tre-

mendous itmpetous from the missile development programs,

theory and experiment are only beginning to come into

good agreement.

2-Figure (Al) illustrates the bottle shock region

of a steady, underexpanded, supersonic jet. At the exit

-i i
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plane, the jet has a Mach number of M._ and a pres-

sure of PE" It expands into still air with a smaller

pressure of P

For now, assume the flow is of a perfect gas

with no heat addition. In that case, there will be a

Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan attached to the nozzle lip.

This is illustrated in the upper portion of figure (Al).

The lines of the fan represent characteristics across

which fluid thermodynamic properties change by some

fixed factor. As it crosses these characteristics, the

gas turns away from the jet axis and drops in pressure,

so that a diverging source type flow is developed in the

vicinity of the nozzle. The innermost characteristic can

be interpreted as the disturbance from the nozzle lip

propagating into the jet. This disturbance propagates

inward at the MachA angle.

It is the diverging nature of the flow that

eventually leads to computational problems. Gas in a

diverging supersonic flow must continuously drop int

pressure, but the outer boundary of the jet is held at

atmospheric pressure. The apparent paradox is resolved

in the flo .when the expansion fan reflects from the

surface o' specified pressure wn,1C marks the jet's

boundary. (For inviscid fluids, that boundary is a

vorte.x seet, that is, a velocity discontinuity.) The

ection changes thc sense of the expansion waves in

that tney become compress.ion waves with opposite their
U
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T original turning angles. Problems arise when this

system of compression waves coalesce to form an oblique

shock imbedded in the plume. This shock, because of

its shape, is referred to as a bottle shock. Gas

within the bottle shock remains in a divergent compres-

sible source flow. At the shock, it turns sharply down-

stream and forms a lower speed, though still supersonic,

sheath btween the bottle shock and the ambient air.

Further complications arise downstream, since

the barrel shock bends around and reflects from the jet

axis. For overpressure ratios greater than about 2,

this is generally a Mach reflection (Love, 1959), with

a Mach stem extending from the barrel shock towards the

axis to form a so-called Mach disc (or Rieman wave in

plane jets). As the Mach disc can be of enornous strength =

and so drastically alter the fluid motion, its location

is of great importance in describing the jet -- many

features of the jet scale oni the primary wavelength,

:Le- the distance to the Mach disc.

The primary wavelength car be calculated

(sometimes!) with hydrocodes or with any of a number of

empirical formulas. It is a function of Macb number and

ratio of specific heats, and, to a lesser extent, of

nozzle divergence, combustion chemistry, and particulate

loading. Lew.,is C0-96o)1 give.- the relationship

1.45 0.6
6 .9 M14 PA~ (1 + 0.197 M E (A.1)
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where d is nozzle diameter, ME is Mach number at nozzle
EE

exit, PE is pressure at nozzle exit, PA is ambient pres-

sure, and ¢ is fractional particulate mass density. Lewis

notes that this fits his data to within five percent, but

that there is considerable scatter between data from

different investigations.

Beyond the Mach disc, the flow takes on an

annular form. Gas passing through the Mach disc is

shocked subsonic, leaving a subsonic core flow surrounded

by a supersonic sheath. Virtually all the momentum flux

is carried in this sheath. Viscous and turbulent pro-

cesses transport momentum from the sheath and into the

core and the ambient atmosphere. Che-Haing (1969) has

treated these processes semiempirically, but the results

a-e difficult to use. As a genera1 rule, velocities in

I the jet beyond the Mach disc decay roughly as the in-

verse of the downstream positon (JANNAF, 1976). This

occurs as momentum is transferred, primarily through tur-

bulent mixing, to the ambient air.

An impulsive starting flow for a supersonic

jet is a highly comipiex phenomenon. In general, there

will be a supersoi, ic region extending from the nozzle.
Scnliere_ -ortographs (Schmidt, 1974) show this region

to resemble closely a truncation of the corresponding

fully developed flow. At the downstream end of this

region there will be an expanding recirculatio- zone

which entrains ambient air and interfaces jet momentum

_- -_ - - .- 
-

- -u ii - ..... '
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flux to the atmcsphore. There is frequently a aell

defined vortex ring generated by this process. Fina.lly,

the expanding gases will generate compression w-aves in

the ambient air which can be ex-Pected to form one or

II

A tube confined supersonic Jet can be profoundly

different from. a free jet. Scaling in such a flow de-

pernds not on-l-y on rocket exit conditions, but also on

the relative size of the tube, on the distance to the

tube exit, and on the characteristics of the tube ivall.

In tube launchA'ed weapo'ns, the rocke-t nozzle exit diameter

iProbably not much small er than theisd imtro

the tube. T-hree cases can be delineated according- to the

distannce the rocket is placed from the end of the tube.
F-or a nozzle posit'o vry close to the t-Ube:

exit, the Jet is virtually unaffected. If a line drawn

downstr-eam_ f rom the nozzle _Lip at the rna-za~mm stream-

lin dier-ce ancrle (see Section 2) doeF not- intercept

the tub!, then this condition is satisfi-d.

For nozzle positiens up to a diameter or so

f L~ he tube exit the tube can act much as an extension

of the nozz3e. "Exit2 ' conditions can be referred to the

tube exit as opposed to the rocket nozzle exit. Debris

disperso n an-Tle is likely to be -reduced since the over-

nr eSsure ratio measured at te tube exit is smaller tan _

the overpressuve rati,4o mel~ured at the nozzle exit of the
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onozzle positions fur'-her than adaee

~ j from the tube and, there can be a substantial boundary layer

build up and internal shocking inside the tube. These

a phenomena depend critically on tube roughness and on the F
nature of the jet itself'. Conditin at th tuUei r

best found empirically, in t-his case. Once those cond-Itions

are known, the natueo h xtra lm can be estimated_

by previouslyv outl.ined Proced-ures. it is im~portant to the

debris hazard problem that the pressure at the_ tube exit-

in this case can be larmer than the -oressure at the nozzle

exit- of' the unco-Pnfine rocket. Contrary to Intuition, exten-

in~thebreech of~ a roc ket launch tube has the potential ofL

increasing debris dispnersi-on angle.

t=

4E
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Co --sion was

C/4 11>1 1W1

/~ /fry% shock
>Tp.sin Mach disc

dio D a

Svi 41 1 Slip line

Flow /temiil
Jet oui dar str anl no R eaX1' -c ted shock

Firure A. - Diaprari, o.-: -bottUle shock1- region ui- an W4

unde-rexpanded, supe-rsonic jet. Thisj

figure is taken from the JANA-FHadokJ

Rocket, Exvhaust P Lume Tedhinolorv, t1~

IN
WIall
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APPENDIX B

PENETRATION OF SKIN BY BALLISTIC PARTICLES

Lewis (1978) has developed a semiempirical model

for estLmating the probability of skin p'-enet-at n by

speed debris. A series of experaments, in which objects

were thrown against simulated -skin/clothing combinations,

was used to calibrate the model. The objects in-luded

tungsten and steel cubes, .oo..n cylinders, and gravel;

their masses were typically beti..een a cuart ergram and

- four grans. Three skin/clothing combinations were investi-

j gated, simulating bare skin, summer weight uniform, and

winter weight uniform. Lewis' report contains extensive

here in a somewhat modified form.

It can be reasoned that skin -enetrat-ion must be
|

a function of particle dynamics and geometry and of target

material properties. For reometrically similar particles

and homogeneous target mrati al, a model must certainly

includea ,ar 4 -: ni, c-aractebti_ - . ' D, yoaUtic mass m,

--t- le' veoiyvIada

toughness is defined as the amount of mechanical energy

th, can be absorbed mer un-it are of a t-hin material beforeI
g fract-ure occurs. It hak =

I "R f.ctur . as units of energy per length squared.)

A"cse parame ors c-ai be combined for a dimensioness

IN
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T
Hi is ev-idently a measure of th!.e kineic energy

dlelivre0 per unit area of' target divided by the target

areal tC'o ughnless. We expect that for 1Ii large enough, the

mechanic-al ene-ry d epo si-Le in t-he target exceeds the

targe c caDaci3tv to ab sorby- energy with"-out_ f t , u re.'

In genra, Th-art -le is i-rz-uia n--il

and the target is i nhoj~nogeneous, anxsotrop i, rn rat

deuend;ent' N.r -ne-e a*.o- - esul in an-
app-arent scatter of the penetratio daa Ao xarO f

the p--article is a tum-Tbling cub-e, there mayiwell1be a ran-ge-

for iiin wihich nenetrataon occ-urs -when- thIe c ub Lacs

wihacreburl does not- oc cur when th --u--:exm-;. an-

w ith a f!a t. -robab ilistic model -Is then apprpr' ate:

p {skin oenet'-ration} )~ i 12

-1eE) ti he probability density funcion for occu-

an-e of eventt

ewi S has fittCed S curves. to h is data usn

the ale-ncnmethod (alker, 97.H ssteor

tiole's projected area . ins tead ofD.T;eecurve-s

arereloue i fgue Dl. he or-di-nat'e is the natura.l

logarltnn'. of th num"rca vale of r'i unij-s. (Uo-b

_ t1hat- Lew-Niz eme oVf~i mr"ixed unit-. r esult, a

diffe!~=It " b~tn 'o-> each vaur- of m3 ha s

0 fo e-aCh - 11' / 41.s11n- co ru rat"ton -P h 5 probability-

level Ic _-;nar= '. er n 4-d a h f -4
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50 Skin Penetration Parme-'ers

Sin/C.tigjQ -

bawsine f h

* U
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APPENDIX C

VIPER CHARACTERISTICS

I 

SThe Viper is a shoulder launched light anti-

tank rocket under development by General Dynamics. The

motor, using a high performance boron based propellent,

burns out within the launch tube. Data given below

apply to a configuration tested in the spring of 1980,

and may not be representative of current, design. They

are pr, nted to illustrate the sort of data necessary

to use the debris hazard mode!.

I K

U 7
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VIPER CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE FOR VIPER IR
Rocket Motor:I

Nozzle exit diameter. .d 0 .0112 1m

Nozzle throat diaiieter.d* . ......... 0. 0616in

Nozzle divergence ... 0. 11
angle

Chamber pressure................6 .8x10 7 J N/n
0

Spe cific h eat a io. k . .. ........ 1.16
A ~for combust-ion

p~roducts

e Debris (plastic detente fingers used to secure rocket
in launch tube):

Projected area. .. ............... 10- 4 M
p

Drag coefficient.................0.5

Target (summer weigrht uniform -two 'layers of clothing :

Skin penetrat ion................3. 1 4x10 kgS
parameter I

Am-rb ient air (sea Level, 2500):

Mqass density.. .. .. ............. 12 kg/mn

Pressure .. .. .... ... ......... 10' N/mn
A
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APPENDIX D

IT A

COV2UIII AND CALCU LATO!3 CODES

Two codes are given here .which implement I
the debr-is hazard model as developed -in Section 2.

r.he first code is written in floating point BASIC

and should run on any machine support-ing that 1la n gu -

age. The se-cond code is writCten for the hel."ett-

Packard 111C program~mable calculator and is spec-ific

to that devi ce. The algorithms used' in these codes

are discussed in Program Notes sections, and can be 3

a dapt ed tlo other languages.

i -

P! _-A



t3AC KBMM DEISU HIAZAR1D CODE

IN BASI:C

PROGIRAM NOTES:

This code is documented by remarks3 con-

tained-in the listing. Note that tho liiu tirg appear-

ing in this~ appendix io for SI urlit3. To run the code,,

typo RUN. Thu code wi:ll iriterogato for pertinent phy-

aica). puaturntorn. A E3,caple serssion, run on the

University of Tennessee Space~ I ntituto VAX-1., fol-

lows the list~IngP; the file containing the li:t~~was

named DEU3.13A.

PROGRAM LISTIM~O:

F 1" rrjrn litIr~ Qo IiZ'lL I- 10r 1- " f o cCII,1i ,I ,(.

e~~~~n. th ' r ~r r'f..T;Id 1

7("' ri"-;':~ 'j.,. ,;:2 be 1',oT~~''Ju ioti~r': r c n is t

F'11.C ~ j T C h 0:1- i l'*,: 0 1' F in'T'~ .V(~ S(jIJ~( e~II ~' O 1 ~~IJ

No I oj h~ i' grt IA 4O'( f 1./:o N o I
'Y;Q~~~~~~~~ R~J- 6 11 KT~'r Eff~~..-?/IO [il .

1~ ~ ~ Bs Av0al Coy oinurd of-cu.
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. (. T'p' .IT QI :
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420 K.(-. V.
430 . ' D S,, r. z: es. - tfl x'-,. 4 t s. :B t-.
AA40 a ,
-4"jr "S 0 Sr u r e -... . o r t4e,..

t5'O 1', ... .. V -OTO )- ve' * Ld±U
1 .80c"- e

f-.'n c-:r--Io: i d e 1I f t

/ 4 0 R ' . . ... I . . ... D .".-P

'0 7 y 500 8
Ii~~ ''-- *- . I

J-,; E_ -- f ( t.r: r t E I

_- .... .... .. .. . • s e e A h a e ~~ys __ s' fr 'lp

.. r n-S I'EM C -1 3 s r

- - m: -' 2F: I Ct. ..;I -a -I.e- nu
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-- 7
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i ',$.60t h .-.. ... , i,'-';i. ''( ] 7-! .'t I I' ) - i)~ ) O

tbZ , ,_ , ,: _ • ... .. ,.....

- 1 Fii 1 r:r
t  

. u-r i _,fl;i.fo i-i .
<J- i i ~- 0 p. . .. " . .

it i A" 0: "f~rA. r~O-s

.... 5=-0~ F' r,;- -- "..
:-- +-+ 60 0 " ,' i T " -*O +. .. .. ... -
_ ¢ -- , -L~.O I+:Ixi

+

-- - ~i i +: 7 "i1. . J --i l~ . = '-- :t :i'l; ,& ;' --_K n .o f ,J s :r =t
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. - Example session of BASIC debris hazard code.

VAX-IYl A S I C V .Q
- Ready

-- i -, .OL 2 5--E? -J 1 °;17AS: .., o .....

."-.ze , f n>:e N* AliTr

,r -- '. 0 t o .. ,4

i f ,j dof'f i. =- v

N,:iStp r r , AlP ]0 i

;zr' , reo ter 0 t )it)

Manic0 c ei.t 0616

n- E2-cr -

W-

Se7er :

-_ - bJi T;JC i

J c r 1.t1 C (er_.- 0 . . . _. _ -
Ppjitc re oo
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BACKBULST DE RIS HAZARD CODE FOR
A

IIP-iItC PROGRAMM.A,,,.BLE CALCULATOR

PROGRAM NOTES:

This code requires 63 registers of program memory

and 15 registers of storage memory. RunnIng the code puts

the calculator into degrees mode., fixes the display at zero

digits, and set..s flag .

Lines 001 through 1-34 are for input; line $25

is an entry point for debris specification. Lines 037

thlrough.-, R68 solve e,at.ion (2.22) for ,ach number as a

-- function of area ratio; M remains in register 015 after

the program runs. Lines 070 through , oaicuJats the jet

wavelength and store it in register 03; A remains in "ha'

register after tie program runs. Lines 097 therough 124

calculate the standoff distance. Lines 127 through 146

- calculate the dispersion angle 0m. Lines 147 throuh '54

display standoff distance and maximum dispersion angle.

Line 156 loops to additional debris input. Lines 157

through 174 are a subroutine for calculating the Prandt1-

eyer tu rnin g angle, .. a tion1 (2.31), given 'Mach number
tu -, - debris

The code is set up to handle mull"
sefations consecutively. After the first specification,

j flag 01 causes substantial portions of the code to be skipped.

I
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PROGRAM UfSAGE

The listing below is designed for SI units and

for standard atmospnere. Line 005 has ambient air pressure

SI of 100,000 U/M and line 120 has ambient air density of

1.29 kg/rm 3 . The code can be set to other units or to other

ambient conditions by changing the numerical constants on

those two lines. DatL-a entry must be in consisteont unit.

To run he codle, load and poress B/S. "n example
session is given in figure (E.2).

PROGRAM LISTING:

'1 L3L TDE1BIS 016 TCUAMBER P 1

iI
0302 C 1 017 PROYET

003 DEG 018 STO 06

0-1;4 FIX a 09 TOA A

05) 1 0f200 0 PROMPT
006 STO 01 021 STO 07

0 07 TROAT D AN 622 TPENETRATIO113

008 PROMPT 0j23 R

STO 03; 2 4 STO 0
jji rJ EXI DIA! 025 LB 0 -,

'f11 PROMPT 026 DEBRIS AREA

121 STO ;4-'; 0 F27 PROMPT

1 rNOZZLEp 0 a

~iJA TP~W I~ Q~ MA~SS~~~DEBRIS ...

05 
4
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1331 STO 1.0 058 R L 1
.03 ~D RA0 COEPJ' 05 9 /

t33 PROM~PT 0360 Y7

034 STO l'i~ OL 1

035 FS? 01 0j6 2
036 J, 0' RCL 12

/3- ROL 07 06' 4
0j3 8 ROL 070 001

03 0 6 ST+ Z
0~'0 ST + z067 R~

04 -06 X>Y ?

0~2 /x069 GTO 02
01 3 STO .12 0M S O

0141 13 71 R L 12

0 4 6 2 073
0~f 347 SM* 1 041  +

1313 1075 Rcl,0
0113 LL 02 06 ROL, 12

00 STO Y Of77
01 SQRTl 0 78

05 2 RCL 014 09
153 R CL 03 080 SQRT

0Or-182 RCL 06
2 8

05~ 383 RCL 07

-r,- M~'
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*! $8 IL 1 12 *

03865 1132

087 SQRT 
114 RCL 1$

cni 7188 SRT 4

088 R t 04115

0 8 9 1 1 6 R C L 1 1

091 SO-RT 118 RE09
09119 

/ 
-

093 .60 2 1.29

95 STO 133 2 2
09o LiL 04L 123 /
$97 RC .03 124 ST+ -4
098 STO 2;Fa I i5 FS? ii

99 CL ! 126 GTO 96 i

127 SFRCT 06
-01 ROE "6 128 RCL 06
102 

129 RC $1
: - )-i :

13.i131 1 j

195o132 
RCL 7

Xv 
1 -7

109 -QRC 36 1

i-I
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i39 
157 LBL 05

14$ XEQ 05 158 3.
STO 14 159

142 RCL 1560 SQRT
14s XEQ o5 161 STO 02

S ST -14162 

RCL 13

M Y, 05 1 63 SE
146 ST + 14 164 /~147 T ,.,-TUl y 1- 165 ATAN
1id ASTO 01 166 RCL 1j1119 LEBL 0-6 167 sp1 ±5O TD 16 

=

1-.169 
ROL T 2

-152 ARCL $ 170 ATAM
15 RCL 1417 

-

a 17 iL
154 VIEl 172 RCL 05
155 STOP 173
156 GTO 01 174 RTW

175 END
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- -- Fure (E .2). Example ses-ion or P-41C flebris Hazard Code.

A UER CTON ISPAYREMARKS

fl/s THROAT DTAM Entk-er nozzle -thr o at

d ime t e, d*

..9424 .04j24 d~ in me-ters

Afl/S E X IT D I AN Enter- nozzle exi t

.061 .06i6 d.- in metersl

B/S NOZZLE I. Enter- no zzle dIe-
gence anlS,1

1111 0, in degrees

fl/S CHAMBER P Et cr proe

.68000000 68-,000,00 MOO P ii iich

Ft/ S GAMMA ICEnst - ha
rat"' o of oyhau.."

R/S P ENETR A TION Enta-1 n-nr1io
para-meter Q.

34170 00 3110, 000 Q n1 A 2

B/S DEBRIS AREA Ente- particle's
projecz-cd area A

fl./S D R..S MASEtrnrtic'

Mss m i

007.0007 in in jre

B/S DRA G COEFF r:Ent1er narticle 's
drag coeffi-cient C

-5E



Figure (E.2) cont inuwed

USER ACTILON DISPLAY R E .RIAKlS

fl/S D=34.1., L7.Stadf itacD

U-7 In .derso
angle t lfl degrees.

-- c-"- ta -kes

a b out 5 seconds

R/S D E3,R I.S AR Lo o fo aditZis--n-
a-,er~ npt

I

I ~A



SOLUTION OF EQUATION (2.22)

Equation (2.22) gives area ratio as a function

of Mach number:

1 (k+ 1 )
1" (M2)( k 12 M2 (2.22)

-J

The model requires Mach number as a function of area

ratio. The inversion can be accomp.ishecd by iteration.

eformulate equation (2.22) to read:

2(k-1)

= ±- AV-T 2 1 (E.1)ME k-l AL-) k-1

Assume a trial M/ach number of unity and evaluate the right

hand side of equation (E.I). Take this value as an updated

trial Mach number and repeat the procedure. Satisfactory

convergonce will generally occur in four or five iterations.

See also figure (3.3).


